SAC takes up 'Memo Affair'  
by MALCOLM KYNOE  

The Student Affairs Council (SAC) conducted its longest meeting of the year Thursday night in an effort to resolve the election once and for all.  
The meeting opened with an informal discussion of the budget, but after some business of elections took precedence.  
The dispute over elections had escalated to bitterness on both sides. Pete Evans and Robin Baggett indicated that they have been a disservice during the course of events in the last few weeks.  
Evans said the local media had disseminated falsehoods and misconceptions during the campaign that have severely impaired the possibility of a fair election.  
Baggett is convinced that he won the two elections fairly and it's Evans' use of the power of his office as AIS president is preventing him from being formally approved.  
Accusations and allegations have flown back and forth since the start and many were hashed over Thursday night.  
The major action of the evening was the override of the code that was extended voting to 3 p.m. Friday afternoon. Efforts later in the meeting to arrive at a compromise between the candidates ran into impasse with the extension.  
On Wednesday the Student Executive Cabinet (SEC) voted to direct Evans to veto SAC's decision to hold new elections last week. That night at the SAC meeting Evans refused, claiming again that he was voted by the veto was sealed illegally, and claimed he had not appointed them.  
That touched off the "Great Memo Affair." SAC's Thursday night meeting at the SEC's request Evans attempted to prove he had approved the SEC's memo in question in a memo dated May 1. Evans said the memo was false and attempted to prove it.  
to note that the memo in question did not have his initial on it, both he played and a taped segment of a recent news  

ECONOMYST'S OPINION  
'Ve are a pack of rats devouring each other'  
by KAY READY  

The United States is now in a period of "profitless prosperity," according to Arnold Paulson, a man who believes he has the answer to economic stability.  
During his Thursday address in the College Theater, Paulson shared some of his thoughts and research on economics with a small, attentive audience. His lecture was sponsored by Student Affairs Council mooting.  
Paulson said: "We must all become aware of this problem and work toward income balance within our system, especially that the deprivations be balanced toward income balance on a system, especially throughout the farm sector."  
In closing, Paulson warned us that our entire economic system is total, and without equitable parity prices, that system can only go downhill.  

Johnson also triumphs amid largest turnout  

The third time is the charm. At least Robin Baggett hopes so.  
For the third time, Baggett has been chosen 1973-74 Associated Students, Inc. president by the students, according to results of last week's second runoff election.  
Baggett polled 881 votes and Pete Evans the current AIS president, totalled 829 as a total of 921 votes cast in the election. Denny Johnson was chosen vice president by a 3415-3302 margin vote against Jim Peterson.  
The record turnout at the poll declined by 714 the number of votes cast in the first runoff and by 880 the total in the first general election.  

One hundred-nineteen ballots were voided in compiling the results, according to elections officials.  
Baggett was "smashed" over 8000 students would turn out for the polls for a third time. "It shows that even though some people seem to think student government is becoming useless, it's still very powerful," he said.  
He added that little time remains to resolve his appointments and programs before the summer but said he will remain here during that vacation period.  
Last week's election marked the third time the voters have chosen Baggett. The first was in 1970, a runoff with Evans. Baggett was chosen vice president by 48 votes and the second by 33.  
Johnson also was victorious in each time by a substantial margin.  

Food Services  
Hassle smoothed over  

by CATHERINE PHOENIX  

An aura of good feeling was the general mood at the airing of preliminary ideas concerning the restructuring of the student employees working at the Foundation Board of Governors.  
One of the Ideas presented by the student employees was that the Foundation Board of Governors and the student employees could combine into one body that would have the power to make decisions that would directly affect the student employees.  
Evans was taken by the Foundation's board of governors, brought up the question of legality of raising the price of meals.  
Evans said he thought that there was a law that forbids raising the price of meals past a set amount of 10 cents. It was decided to check into this law immediately.  
However, the other Ideas presented by Amaral were well received.  
One of the Ideas was that those in designated areas such as the snack bar, dining hall, and serving line would be required to obtain meal tickets because they deal directly with preparing food.  
Other areas which do not deal directly with food such as cafeteria, table busing, and  

Tom Corl, Debbie Meadows and Pete Evans consider the effects of an alleged memorandum to two board chairman, during SAC meeting.  

Nuclear arms limits imposed  

Moscow (UPI) -n-a triumph for East-West summit. President Nixon and Leonid Brezhnev signed an agreement Friday to impose the first joint curbs on the beggarings arsenals of strategic nuclear weapons each country amassed since World War II.  
Final agreement came during a 2-hour, 36-minute meeting between Nixon and Lord I. Brezhnev, general secretary of the Soviet Communist party.  
It is a 14 years of complicated Sovie-American negotiations in Vienna and Helsinki.  

Arrangements were made for Nixon and Brezhnev to sign in the ussr at 11:01 p.m., after a dinner of roast  

(Continued on Page 3)
Wanted—an end to ASI compulsory membership

Editor:
It is always reassuring to know that we as students of Cal Poly have such wise and representative in our student council. Who else, in the Solomon wisdom, would decide to override the wishes of the students and have the two (and only two) parties who commit the heinous crime of extorting other for the Almighty Budget (that someone carelessly let them get their hands on) and bother students with yet another ballot stuffing. Pick wisely the minority you want your money to go to (oh, justly, of course). Don’t get me wrong, I don’t mind people playing government. I just don’t like having to foot the bill for it. Every other level of government provides some service for every citizen. Ask yourself if you get your $44 (approx.) membership dues back every quarter.

You pay 60 cents to one dollar per vote—downtown you pay 75 cents, in better facilities (non-CU), unassailable, when you please. Bowling and pool costs about 10 per cent less on campus. At seven cents per game it would take 75 dollars of hard earned bill return, long waits, shortened games to make up your dues. How about places to shop? What this town really needs is another record shop, boutique, and ice cream parlor. Nothing unique at all. For those of you who get a piece of the pie directly, I’m sure I could convince you that all the other minority budgeting is dispensable. But for you, ASI may be a good deal. What I call for is an end to compulsory meme brong in ASI. Let those who get their money’s worth continue to join, but I believe time will thin four ranks and ASI will fall. Let it that which cannot support itself without crushing others deserve to fall.

A final note; our “government” encompasses itself frequently to others (keep up with the Berkeley’s) so let it remember, some college “governments” were voted “abandoned” by their constituencies. Brad Coosh

Students’ values differ

Editor:
I would like to add some details to the Outpost article “The Tenure Game.”

Witten gave his reasons for recommending my dismissal the allegations that I was “un-cooperative,” that he had “taken considerable verbal attacks” from me, and that I had been “derogatory about the tenure faculty and the college’s procedures.” He concluded these charges to the Personnel Review Committee (PRC), and the committees rejected them with this statement: “In the case of the department head, decisions seemed to be made on the basis of unsupported statements.” They voted unanimously for my reinstatement.

President Kennedy and I met in December, as required by grievance procedures, to try to find a solution acceptable to both of us. After the meeting he offered to withdraw his letter of dismissal and reappoint me for 1973-74, and I agreed. When written confirmation was received, he had added the condition that 1973-74 would be my terminal year—a remnant bit of deceit! He gave me the single reason for my dismissal thus, that I was unhappy and planned to leave eventually. Later he admitted that he did not believe the charges of misconduct brought against me.

As I have been cleared of all charges and fired because I am unhappy, ironically, the PRC concluded its report with the statement: “The PRC believes that there exists sufficient reason for unhappiness and that there was no indication of any concerted attempt to remedy the situation.” Kennedy reminded the situation the Cal Poly way.

D. C. Ramsey

Views clarified about abortions

Editor:
Your reporter’s effort to summarise my position as aborter repressed (Summaries should not be set off by quotation marks, since they are not the actual words of the speaker). Please allow me to state that my sanity which was impugned by your reporter.

Corresponding to different sorts of goods than can be taken away by killing a true person, an innocent person can have different sorts and degrees of injuries associated with it (1). There is the good of life itself. As taking that life away, all killings of innocent

Continued on Page 4
Nuclear arms limits imposed

(Continued from Page 1)
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"The campaign is not an en­
dorsement of marijuana, but a recognition that people should not

be made criminals for using a drug which cannot be shown to be even as harmful as alcohol,

nicotine and caffeine," according to Bob Ashford, a 39-year-old long-haired attorney.

The day of the California primary elections, June 6, has been chosen by marijuana initiative backers as Marijuana Mobilization Day, according to Gordon Brownell, head of the drive. Petitions will be circulated at the polls on that day Brownell said.

WHAT'S COOKING?

by BENET BERARD

"A home economist is not a glorified homemaker; her position is real and she is needed as a professional," said Mrs. Bishop, who is also head of her department’s Imago Committee.

The home economics department on this campus is the largest and most well known in the State college system, and is ranked alongside architecture, and agriculture business on this campus.

Activities in Home Economics are many and varied. Poly Royal constituted a time of great joy this year for the home economists, as they won the Poly Royal Sweepstakes Award.

Project MATCH (Management Approach to Teaching Consumers and Homemaking Education) is ending its planning stage at this school. This is a federally funded test program for curriculum change in the home economics department designed to help the graduate in Home Economics assist the economically disadvantaged. If Phase Two is funded, the new curriculum will be tested on campus next year, Mrs. Bishop said.

Another innovation in the department starting Fall Quarter will be the Home Economics Speakers Bureau. This bureau will entail faculty and others to speak or present demonstrations to various community groups on such topics as taxation, nutrition, home management, housing, and many more. These talks and demonstrations will be included in the district option of this major.

Signature deadline close for marijuana initiative

(UPI)---Backers of an initiative measure to legalise private use of marijuana said Friday they were confident it would be on the November ballot.

The secretary of state reported that 331,371 valid signatures have been filed. Another 94,133 signatures are needed by June 18 to get the measure before the voters.

A meeting is scheduled here Wednesday night at 7 p.m in CU room 107 to coordinate the last push to qualify the marijuana initiative, all-over initiative and Save Our Coast initiative for the November ballot.

About 100,000 signatures on the petitions were thrown out for various reasons.

The measure, if passed by the voters, would eliminate criminal penalties for the use of marijuana by individuals. It would also allow persons to grow a small amount of pot for their own use.

Penalties for dealing com­

mecially in marijuana would be retained.

Something's been cooking in the home economics department—and not just cakes and pies.

The 700 women and men (yes, there are quite a few) majoring in home economics can look forward to career opportunities in interior design, textile and utility research, the Peace Corp, the Viata volunteer program, fashion coordinating, social work, teaching, consumer education, journalism, dietetics, research management, and even 4-H work according to Roseann Bishop, a member of the home economics faculty.

SAC takes up 'Memo Affair'

(Continued from Page 1)

broadcast on KSLY radio which he claimed, proved Debbie Meadows, All .Secretary, sent the memo.

Debbie Meadows produced another memo she said Evans had asked her to send with her initial on it.

The SAC moved toward some kind of compromise between the two candidates. The idea was for Evans and Baggett to accept the outcome of the last election and continue working.

Budd Drester, communicative arts and sciences representative, said SAC should find some way of divorcing the candidates and putting the blame by the result of election.

He said a duel might be in order.

McFarlane Bush, chairwoman, wrote a statement which she offered as a starting point for compromise. She asked the candidates to offer appropriate changes, but neither one wanted to speak first. It was suggested the statement be written and submitted to the chair for reading so that neither candidate would have an opportunity for rebuttal.

Evans said since Baggett was first on the ballot he should speak first. Baggett replied, "Since I already won two elections I feel that I already have an advantage."

Finally, after more discussion back and forth Baggett offered to accept the results of the election of himself unnecessary.

"All my life I've been a gambler," he said. "The odds are really stacked against me, but if the polls will stay open until 3 p.m. tomorrow (Friday) I'll abide by the statement."

Then he left the meeting.

MEXICO Travel while you study this summer........

8 WEEKS FOR $485
UNIVERSITY OF MEXICO CITY

Includes:

• Transportation
• Housing
• Accommodations

For further info, Write or Call:

Tepotzcochil-Mexican Travel Agency
Box 2878, L.A. 90008
(213) 497-4626

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

• Accommodations
• Tuition
• Transportation

INCLUDES:

• 19 Meals Per Week
• 19 Meals Per Week
• 19 Meals Per Week
• 19 Meals Per Week

Total:

$1263.
$1263.
$1263.
$1263.

WE OFFER:

• Freedom From
• Restraint Rules
• Maid Service
• Full Activities
• Special Interest
• Buildings
• Over 21, Super
• Academic

DINING

• Choice Of 10, 14 Or
• 19 Meals Per Week
• Full Dinner
• At Each Meal
• Wide Choice
• Of Beverages
• Salads, Deserts
• Steak Every Saturday

AT STENNER GLEN

DORMS

Double Room

$1200

Single Room

$1390

Double Room

$1500.

As A Single

19 Meals Per Week

19 Meals Per Week

19 Meals Per Week

19 Meals Per Week

19 Meals Per Week

$1263.

Not Available

For Sale

AT CAL POLY STUDENTS

LIVING AS ADULTS SHOULD

1050 FOOTHILL BLVD
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIF.
(805) 544-4540
McGrath will deliver main grad address

Delivering the main address at the 1973 Annual Commencement here will be Thomas H. McGrath, president of Sonoma State College.

The graduation ceremony will be held at 3:30 p.m. on June 10 in Mustang Stadium. McGrath is an alumnus of this college and a former member of its administrative staff. He was named president of Sonoma State College in June, 1971.

He served on the staff of Dr. Glenn B. Dunke, chancellor of the California State University and Colleges system for seven years.

Before joining the chancellor's staff, he was dean of students at Cal Poly, Pomona, and served as assistant to President Julian A. McPhee when the Pomona and San Luis Obispo campuses comprised a single college.

Abortion forum ends tonight

To have or have not is the current question concerning abortion. The Speakers Forum is presenting the last in a series of four discussions based on abortion at 9:30 p.m. today in CU 220.

Nationwide abortion laws will be the main topic discussed with Laurel Kelly, citywide coordinator of the Los Angeles Women's Abortion Committee, being the featured guest.

Announcements

McGrath earned a vocational certificate with a major in air conditioning from this college in 1959. He then entered Santa Barbara State College and graduated with a bachelor's degree two years later. He received his master's degree from Claremont Graduate School in 1967.

McGrath, a licensed psychologist, taught at Mt. San Antonio College and served as a research psychologist at the Naval Electronics Laboratory in San Diego. He also taught at Cal Poly, Pomona.

Since his appointment as Sonoma State president, McGrath has been active in explaining to the surrounding community the purpose and nature of the college, its faculty, and students.

Abortion views told... (Continued from Page 1)

persons are equally unjust. Since the taking away of life is the essence of killing, all killings of true, innocent persons are essentially equal in injustice. 3. There is the good of natural development, maturation, growth in human beauty and the enjoyment of a full life. Incidental to killing, one deprives the dear person or all of us of all this development unjustly. It seems reasonable to say that this incidental injustice is worse than the more development one has been deprived of. Hence, an incidentally greater injustice is incurred in killing a younger person. 3) There are the goods that come to others by our living. The goods of an innocent person.

Thomas McGrath

Hole-in-One Contest

May 30, 31
June 1
behind
Men's Gym
1 a.m. to 1 p.m.
4 great prizes

Mustang Classifieds

Housing

The Jubilee House will be holding a farewell party for residents on June 18. There will be a cash bar.

Mary S. Barten, 204 Barlow Hall, is attending a summer camp in Colorado.

Families are encouraged to use housing for summer use.

Travel

Offering air conditioner, two futons, kitchen, and a large berth in central location. Call 454-1947.

5240 Valencia Avenue

Wanted

WANTED

Used furniture

$100.00 and up

Call 547-1984

For Sale

1971 Ford Mustang convertible, 20 miles. $750.00.

1971 Honda motorcycle, 110 miles. $250.00.

600 cu. in. motorcycle, 1967. $200.00.

$100.00 or trade.

The Parts House

564 Higuera St. SLO

543-4344

1969 Mustang classified

1969 Ford Mustang fastback, 65,000 miles, blue with white interior, new top, $1500.00. Call 547-6846.

1971 Ford Mustang, great prises. $950.00.

302 cu. in. engine, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, $750.00. Call 547-1947.

1971 Ford Mustang, $850.00.

1971 Ford Mustang convertible, $1000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, $1500.00.

Wheels

1969 Ford Mustang automatic, great prises. $950.00.

1971 Ford Mustang automatic, great prises. $850.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $950.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $1000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $1500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $1750.00.


1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $2500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $3000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $3500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $4000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $4500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $5000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $5500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $6000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $6500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $7000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $7500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $8000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $8500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $9000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $9500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $10000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $10500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $11000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $11500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $12000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $12500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $13000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $13500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $14000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $14500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $15000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $15500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $16000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $16500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $17000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $17500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $18000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $18500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $19000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $19500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $20000.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $20500.00.

1971 Ford Mustang, automatic, great prises. $21000.00.